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Abstract
Online Social Networks (OSNs) are a vital part of users’ daily
lives. Users share content in OSNs increasingly more and in
various emotional states. In this work, we explore the role of
emotions on privacy exposure and we integrate it as an additional learning parameter in tweet sensitivity recognition.
To this end, we first use BERT based classification techniques
to recognize six basic emotions in tweets. Using our trained
sentiment model, we further perform sentiment inference
on a sensitivity dataset and integrate the sentiment in the
BERT classification model to classify the tweets according to
their sensitivity. We then compare the standard sensitivity
recognition models’ results (with their tweets only) against
the extended model that integrates the sentiment features in
sensitivity recognition. We demonstrate that by including
sentiment features in sensitivity analysis, our approach leads
to about a 3% increase of f-1 score in contrast to using our
base sensitivity classification, i.e., from 83.96% to 87.01% f-1
score. We further demonstrate a correlation between anger
and disgust emotions with sensitive tweets, as well as, joy
and surprise with non-sensitive tweets.
CCS Concepts: • Security and privacy → Privacy protections; • Computing methodologies → Neural networks; Supervised learning by classification; Natural
language processing.
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Introduction

The widespread of Online Social Networks (OSNs), causes difficulties for users to control their own data while still keep
using them. Twitter, in particular, is used by many individuals to share content online. Moreover, the number of monthly
active users in Twitter is expected to keep increasing in the
following years [7]. A considerable amount of shared content is sensitive and may lead to users’ privacy violations.
Moreover, users tend to often regret about their publicly
shared tweets [20, 28]. Just deleting regrettable tweets is
not enough and may backfire. They can easily be marked
by malicious parties considering that such tweets have a
higher chance to be damaging to the users. User’s sensitive
information can be at risk also from within their followers or
friend lists. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to automate
the recognition of sensitive content about to be posted in
OSNs. As shown in [1], several works concluded that negative [5, 20, 28, 31] and positive emotions [5, 20] belong to
some of the most common types of information that lead
to regrets in OSNs. Sensitiveness modeling and analysis is
particularly challenging due to the highly individual users’
perception of privacy [9, 12], complexity of short and diverse
texts, as well as, several other complex factors, e.g., different
users’ privacy concerns and attitudes, culture, etc.
In this paper, we aim to assess the sensitivity of text content with the inclusion of sentiment features. Two more
recent works have been proposed to automate the recognition of sensitive tweets [16, 27]. Mittal et al. [16] investigated
the role of four basic emotions on privacy exposure. They
[16], however, did not incorporate the sentiment features as
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a learning parameter in sensitivity recognition. Wang et al.
[27] combined the sentiment features derived from Stanford
sentiment tool and the tweet itself to determine tweets’ sensitivity. Besides considering two more emotional states, our
approach, in one hand, fills the gap of Mittal et al. [16] by
integrating sentiment features, as a learning parameter, in
a BERT classification model, to measure sentiment’s added
value in sensitivity recognition. In the other hand, by using
more recent techniques than Wang et al [27] approach, we
also are able to determine the possible advantage that BERT
classification model could have as opposed to the GloVe and
LSTM classification model of Wang et al. in a dataset annotated by users according to sensitivity of tweets [27]. Our
study can be summarized as follows:
• We applied BERT classification model to train and
evaluate the sensitivity model in recognising sensitive
and non-sensitive tweets.
• We applied BERT classification model to train and
evaluate the sentiment model in recognising sentiment
of a tweet according to anger, disgust, joy, surprise, fear,
and sad emotions.
• We then explored the correlation between sensitive
and non-sensitive tweets with their emotions using the
aforementioned BERT sensitivity and BERT sentiment
classification models.
• We further estimate the inclusion of sentiment features derived by performing sentiment inference of
our sentiment classification model in sensitivity recognition.
Our approach leads to a 87.01% f-1 score and 69.83% Matthew’s
Correlation Ccoefficient (MCC) score. We demonstrate that
the inclusion of sentiment inference in sensitivity recognition increases the performance of sensitivity recognition by
3.05% in terms of f-1 score, respectively, by 2.11% under MCC
score. We also show that users are more prone to share a
sensitive tweet under anger and disgust emotions, and more
non-sensitive tweets under joyful and surprising emotions. A
tweet recognised as fear tweet can be almost evenly be a sensitive or non-sensitive tweet, whereas a tweet recognised as
sad has a hardly noticeable tendency to be sensitive, however,
a clear separation can not be made.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We dive into
Natural Language Processing (NLP) background knowledge
and some of the state-of-the-art NLP techniques in Sec. 2,
related work in Sec. 3, before we introduce the used datasets
in Sec. 4. We next outline our approach and used models and
show our models’ results in Sec. 5. We explore limitations
and future directions in Sec. 6 and lastly summarize in Sec.
7.

2

Preliminaries

Multiple methods have been developed to solve NLP tasks
over the years, especially with the advancement of deep
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learning. The earlier deep learning methods such as Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) [13, 22] and Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) networks [11] computed the sequential input data in a sequential order. They made up for a long time
as go-to approaches in NLP. In the recent years, Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) [21] and sequential transfer learning
models [23] were introduced, which led in turn to a breakthrough with their performance in downstream tasks and
their parallelization capabilities. Transformers models like
Bidirectional Encoder Representations Transformers (BERT)
[8], GPT-2 [18], XL-Net [30], and GPT-3 [4] moved the NLP
field even further.
Due to its impact in the NLP field, BERT can be considered
as a stepping stone model. BERT model [8] is based on the
Vaswani et al. [23] approach. The model is pre-trained on a
broad dataset and is subsequently fine-tuned via updating
the gradients of pre-trained data or trained further before it
proceeds with a language modeling task [8].
BERT, its light version DistilBERT [19], and thousands of
other transformer based models can be applied using the
Hugging Face library [29]. BERT comes in two main variants, namely, BERT𝐵𝐴𝑆𝐸 and BERT𝐿𝐴𝑅𝐺𝐸 . The former uses
12 encoder blocks, 768, embedding dimensions, 12 attention
heads, and 110 million parameters, whereas the latter has 24
encoder blocks, 1024 embedding dimensions, 16 attention
heads, and 340 million parameters. They basic architecture
however is the same. The authors of DistilBERT [19], in
the contrary, aim not primarily for performance improvement but for reduced speed and size. DistilBERT has less
parameters and six encoder blocks. It runs faster than BERT
and retains over 97% of BERT’s performance on language
understanding tasks.

3

Related Work

Several works investigated the identification of privacy leakage information using Machine Learning (ML) in text content.
Some of them focused on building topic-based classification
models to predict whether tweets fit in a set of pre-defined
sensitive topics [25, 26]. Several others used a more generic
approach (1) to classify tweets in either private or public
information [5, 16, 27], (2) to classify deleted tweets whether
they are damaging or non-damaging tweets [15], (3) to classify vacation and drunk pre-selected tweets whether they
are revealing sensitive content or not [14], or (4) to classify
whether tweets are likely to be deleted or not [31].
Mao et al. [14] developed a model to identify potential
private tweets using naive Bayes and SVM classifiers. Their
built classifiers predict whether vacation and drunk driving
tweets are sensitive or not. In addition, Name Entity Recognition (NER) tool was used to extract location name, person
and time information. However, the models are trained for
only three specific topics.
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In another study [5], authors considered user-based tweets,
topic matching extraction, NER tool, and sentiment analysis
to classify users according to one of three labeled categories
(i.e, first, second, and third privacy score) using AdaBoost and
Naive Bayes ML classification models. They collected users’
relationships and their activity on Twitter. Tweets were also
analysed in terms of their metadata (i.e., hashtags and user
references). Lastly, they randomly selected some users along
with random selected tweets from their created database and
asked the users to label their tweets according to a set of
sensitive categories such as location, medical, drug/alcohol,
emotion, etc. To this end, they determined where do users
fit in terms of one of the three privacy scores, by examining
how many tweets are sensitive from a user’s total shared
tweets.
Zhou et al. [31] predicted whether a tweet will be possibly
deleted by analysing the features of deleted tweets and user
preferences with regards to a set of ten pre-defined common
sensitive topics (e.g., cursing, health, job, health) that were
previously defined by another study [28]. A tweet was in turn
classified as private if it contained terms from the sensitive
topics. Naive Bayes was the best performing conventional
ML model.
In two other studies [25, 26], authors considered further
classifying private tweets into a set of either 13 or 14 preselected topic categories. They used Bag-of-Words (BOW)
and Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) to
extract the features and fit them to naive Bayes for classification. The tweets were classified binary to one of given
categories. Besides ML techniques limitation, a further constraint of their approach was also the assumption that the
private tweets were already pre-selected into one of the predefined categories.
Minaei et al. [15] considered content sensitivity protection
from another point of view. Their domain of work was based
on the observation that when users regret posting sensitive
content, they delete the content. However, the act of deletion
shows that the post is sensitive to the user and can be used by
malicious parties. The authors thus proposed an approach to
occasionally delete non-damaging posts in order to confuse
the malicious parties about whether the tweets were actually
sensitive or just a disguise. They used BERT to identify the
damaging tweets.
More similar to our research line, certain studies examined
content sensitivity according to a binary categorization as
either private or public content [16, 27]. In a more recent
study [27], authors used word embedding and RNN methods,
specifically LSTM, to classify private tweets in either private
or public categories. They further calculated a privacy score
that included content sensitivity classification, sentiment
analysis, and user’s preferences. Mittal et al. [16] analysed
particularly the role of users’ sentiment in revealing sensitive
content in tweets. They used BERT, as a more recent transfer
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learning technique to classify tweet sensitivity and the sentiment. Sentiment analysis over the WASSA-2017 dataset [17]
was used to predict whether a tweet belongs to one of four
sentiment categories (i.e., text, fear, joy and sadness). They
however did not include the sentiment analysis in enhancing sensitivity classification and as compared in used a way
smaller dataset than the one that we considered, as discussed
in Sec. 4.1.
In summary, our approach goes to a similar line as Wang et
al. [27] and Mittal et al. [16]. However, the focus of our paper
is in fine-tuning transformer based models to enhance the
classification of users’ tweets in sensitive and non-sensitive
classes, by coupling together sentiment in sensitivity prediction. Our approach is intended as a generic suggestion
mechanism before a tweet is shared and neither on just a set
of sensitive topic-based classifications (as in [25, 26]), nor
on protection in the context of deleted tweets after they are
already shared (as in [15]).

4

Datasets

In what follows, we explore two datasets that we used for
sentiment and sensitivity recognition.

4.1

WASSA Dataset

We have chosen WASSA-2018 [6] dataset for sentiment analysis due to its compact size of labelled emotions and their
vast amount of tweets per emotion. WASSA-2018 dataset
consists of 191,731 tweets labeled according to six categories
(anger, sad, fear, joy, surprise, and disgust). The original published dataset is split in training (i.e, 153,383 tweets), trial,
and test data. We however used only the training set of the
data (i.e., 80% of the data), since the trial and test labels were
not available to us then. The dataset has a good distribution
between the labels. The difference between the smallest and
the largest set of labels is 18.75%. Using the Twitter API,
the tweets were retrieved by filtering the emotion words or
their corresponding synonyms along with some causality
keywords, i.e, each of those tweets after the emotion trigger
words has to contain either "that", or "because", or "when"
keywords. This way, authors [6] assume that a tweet is likely
to describe the cause of the emotion in a more implicit tone.
Once the tweets were categorized using the aforementioned
filtering method, the trigger emotion words were removed
from the tweets. Thus, the models would supposedly learn
to infer pattern implicitly from the context of the tweets.
The former version of the dataset, named, WASSA-2017 [17]
contained four categories with only 7,097 tweets distributed
between text, fear, joy and sadness labels. However, due to
its small sample size, smaller number of emotions, and nonimplicit form, we used the WASSA-2018 in our assessments.
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It's incredible how quickly life shifts. 6
months ago I never would've guessed that
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who do you think you are?????????????
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This is a joyful tweet. Woke up with a big
ol' smile on my face today! :)
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Data Preprocessing
Transformer
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Input

Input
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Sensitivity

I hate listening to Bob Knight talk.. Shut
uppp. #douche

sensitive

Woke up with a big ol' smile on my face
today! :)

not sensitive

Sensitivity

This is an angry tweet. I hate listening to
Bob Knight talk.. Shut uppp. #douche

Tweet

Stored Model

Sensitivity

I hate listening to Bob Knight talk.. Shut
uppp. #douche

sensitive

Woke up with a big ol' smile on my face
today! :)

not sensitive

ST-REC Trained Model

Figure 1. Pipeline of our solution. ST-REC is trained and
evaluated on WASSA-2018 dataset, whereas SS-REC and
ST-SS-REC on DTT dataset. ST-REC refers to the sentiment
recognition, SS-REC refers to the sensitivity recognition, and
ST-SS-REC refers to the inclusion of sentiment in sensitivity
recognition.
4.2

#DontTweetThis (DTT) Dataset

Wang et al. [27] conducted a user study in which users labeled tweets according to its sensitivity. Before asking participants for labeling of tweets, they pre-filtered the potentially
private tweets. They generated an extended dictionary that
is primarily based on established private topics from other
sources [5, 14, 25, 31]. Each tweet was labeled separately
from three different participants. Only the tweets that preserved a consistent consensus were taken into account. The
dataset consists of 3,008 labeled tweets in sensitive, maybe,
non-sensitive categories. 61 of them were labeled by users
as maybe, 1,436 as sensitive, and 1,512 as non-sensitive. The
undecidable (labeled as "maybe") tweets were omitted. We
got from the authors, a version of the dataset that has an
even distribution of tweets between sensitive and nonsensitive tweets, i.e., 1,435 tweets for each of the two categories.
Hereafter, we use the terms sensitive interchangeably with
private and nonsensitive with public as the authors of the
dataset [27].

5

Figure 2. Confusion matrix in our sentiment recognition
analysis (ST-REC) using WASSA-2018 dataset.

Design and Evaluation

We first investigate the models that recognize sentiment and
sensitivity of tweets separately before we incorporate the
former into the prediction of the latter, as illustrated in Fig.
1.
We used BERT transformer models to classify tweets according to their sentiments and their sensitivity. We used
80% of the dataset for training, 10% for validation, and the
left 10% for testing. We used HuggingFace open-source library [29] for designing PyTorch based models. PyTorch is

an open source ML framework, initially developed by Facebook’s research team. We used the provided classifications
of Hugging Face library, i.e., BertForSequenceClassification
(BSC) to fine-tune them for sentiment and sensitivity classifications. BSC model consists of a BERT model as the first
layer, a dropout layer that is used during training to improve
regularization [10], and a linear classifier layer that applies
a linear transformation to incoming tweets.
Authors of BERT [8] recommend the following values for
fine-tuning models:
1. Batch size: 16, 32
2. (Adam) Learning rate: 5e-5, 3e-5, 2e-5
3. Number of epochs: two, three, four
We considered the aforementioned parameter ranges. We
reached promising results with a batch size of 32, a learning
rate of 2e-5, and four epochs. We further use those parameters in our recognition tasks.
In what follows, we outline in more details the designed
and evaluated classifications task-wise.
5.1 Sentiment Recognition (ST-REC)
We trained and evaluated BSC classification model in WASSA2018 dataset to detect the sentiment of tweets according to
six categories. We reached the average weighted f-measure
score of 72.27%.
In Fig. 2, we illustrate the summarized emotion predictions
with their values across each emotional state. We observe
that tweets labeled as sad might to a degree be confused with
anger tweets more than the others and vice versa. Moreover,
disgust labeled tweets may be occasionally misinterpreted
as surprise or anger tweets more than others.
We finally saved the trained model, its configuration and
tokenizer using save_pretrained method of Hugging Face
library. The fine-tuned model and its corresponding saved
vocabulary were in turn loaded in a later stage for sentiment
recognition (Sec. 5.3). Both, the model itself, and its tokenizer,
were loaded using from_pretrained method.
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Figure 3. The correlation between public and private tweets
and their emotions.
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We further integrate the sentiment features in sensitivity recognition approach as follows: We (1) use the finetuned sentiment classification model in WASSA-2018 (as
introduced in Sec. 5.1), (2) we then perform sentiment inference on DTT dataset, and (3) lastly train and evaluate our
sensitivity models in DTT datatset by taking into consideration the predicted sentiment feature. The aforementioned
(ST-SS-REC) process is illustrated in Fig. 1.
The sentiment recognized feature is converted into text
and concatenated at the beginning of the tweets. They are
separated in BERT by the "[SEP]" token.
%
100

5.2 Sensitivity Recognition (SS-REC)
In this step, we fit the tweets into the developed models to
train and evaluate BSC model. We investigated BERT𝐵𝐴𝑆𝐸
and BERT𝐿𝐴𝑅𝐺𝐸 as the first layer of BERT classification
model, by modifying only the first layer of BSC. We reached
however better results with BERT𝐵𝐴𝑆𝐸 transformer. Thus,
we kept using the standard BSC designed model rather than
our slightly modified model over the DTT dataset for a more
extensive evaluation.
We evaluated our approach over five runs. For each run,
we reshuffled the DTT dataset randomly using shuffle method
of Python. Our model reached the f-1 score of 83.96% and
MCC score of 67.72% over five run. Thus, we demonstrate
that privacy exposure in Twitter can be determined fairly
accurately by the tweet alone.
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MCC
ST-REC

ST-SS-REC

Figure 4. BERT sensitivity classification in DTT dataset
using tweet only (ST-REC) and tweet with the sentiment
(ST-SS-REC).

5.3 Sentiment and Sensitivity Recognition
(ST-SS-REC)
The goal of this step is to further enhance the sensitivity
recognition by including sentiment analysis. Before integrating the sentiment recognition learning parameter in sensitivity recognition, we first explore the occurrence of emotions
in sensitive and non-sensitive tweets. To this end, we use the
fine-tuned ST-REC model (Sec. 5.1) but this time over DTT
dataset instead. In Fig. 3, we observe that users under certain emotions are more prone to leak sensitive information.
Particularly, anger and disgust emotional connotations have
a higher tendency to lie in the sensitive side. In contrast,
joyful and surprise tweets lead to non-sensitive content. A
distinction can not be made for fear and sad emotional states.
The distribution of emotions between private and public
tweets was also investigated by Mittal et al. [16]. They explored four emotions, namely, sad, joy, anger and fear. They
also found that anger tweets correlate more with privacy
exposure and joy based tweets with being public. We diverge
in the cases of sad and fear based tweets. In our study, fear
and sad based tweets are almost evenly distributed between
private and public tweets, in contrast to being more related
to private information in their study.

Figure 5. Training loss over one run in SS-ST-REC.
In the case of ST-REC, we decided on a maximal tweet size
of 128 characters, whereas, in ST-SS-REC, we used 160 characters. Depending on the original size of tweets, they were either truncated or padded to fit the aforementioned fixed sizes.
The decision behind adding 32 more characters in ST-SS-REC
is to make up for the introduced sentiment sentence. In STSS-REC, each tweet starts with "This is a x tweet" sentence
(where, 𝑥 ∈ {𝑠𝑎𝑑, 𝑗𝑜𝑦 𝑓 𝑢𝑙, 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑟𝑦, 𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑓 𝑢𝑙, 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑑, 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑})
and follows with its original text. This way, we make sure to
have about the same amount of original tweet characters in
ST-REC besides the introduced sentiment sentence.
As introduced in Sec. 5, we use four epochs in our evaluations. The average loss over training data is reduced significantly at each epoch, reaching a plateau at the fourth epoch,
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as shown in Fig. 5 and the accuracy in validation sets gets
higher accordingly.
Our ST-REC model’s performance over five runs (shown
in Fig. 4) reached the f-1 score of 83,96% and MCC of 67,72%,
whereas in the case of ST-SS-REC model, it reached the f1 score of 87,01% and MCC of 69,83%. Thus, we conclude
that the inclusion of sentiment recognition in sensitivity
recognition indeed enhances the prediction score.
In comparison, we also observe that our ST-SS-REC model
performs better than GloVe+LSTM model used from Wang
et al. [27] over the same DTT dataset. Wang et al. [27] presented a GloVe+LSTM model that reached the f-1 score of
85.00% over DTT dataset, i.e, 2,1% lower f1-score than our
approach. This however is expected as transformer based
models perform better in downstream tasks in contrast to
LSTM based classification models.
In Fig. 6, we show the confusion matrices of standard sensitivity model (Fig. 6a) and the integrated sentiment features
along with the tweets model (Fig. 6b). In this random evaluated run, we can observe the shift of four tweets (two of
them sensitive and two others as non-sensitive) from being inaccurately predicted in ST-REC to being accurately predicted
by ST-SS-REC model.
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and ST-SS-REC could be further improved with a larger set
of qualitative labels.
Another aspect to be considered is the introduction of
more recent transformers (e.g., GPT-3 [4] from OpenAI and
open-source counterparts, i.e., GPT-Neo [3], GPT-J [24], GPTNeoX [2] from EleutherAI). They could most probably lead
to even better results. However, we decided to use BERT
based classification models due to their smaller model size.
Besides improving the fine-tuning performance, our ultimate
goal is to deploy the models on-device in a privacy assistant
mobile application that would leverage the predictions from
the models and provide sharing suggestions upon a tweet
being shared. Therefore, for such an assistant, smaller model
sizes are crucial. The aforementioned transformers have considerable higher sizes (up to 40 GB in the case of GPT-3 and
GPT-NeoX). Deploying them on-device is highly unfeasible
if not impossible. The assistant would have to rely on cloud
based services if we were to apply such huge models. Such
approach, however, would introduce other privacy and trust
implications. We are particularly working on integrating the
models into a mobile user interface that provides sharing
suggestions based on the content to be shared.

7

(a) ST-REC confusion matrix

(b) ST-SS-REC confusion matrix

Figure 6. Confusion matrix for sentiment recognition over
one random run.

6

Limitations and Future Work

We further outline some of the limitations and alternatives
in terms of fine-tuning, model sizes, and possible integration
of the models into a privacy assistant.
SS-REC model could be further improved by exploring
other variations of sentiment classes and performing further
hyper-parameter tuning. In turn, this could be reflected to
an even more accurate prediction of sentiment in sensitivity
datasets, and ergo supposedly higher sensitivity accuracy
using ST-SS-REC approach. Furthermore, a balanced dataset
with even more diverse emotions would be an interesting
direction to explore. For such a dataset, particularly challenging would be to filter tweets by one emotion only, while
also keeping a balance between the labelled emotions.
Moreover, the DTT dataset that we used for sensitivity
recognition task is rather small. The performance of ST-REC

Conclusion

Users keep sharing more and more content online. This leads
to possible privacy violations depending on their emotional
state. In this work, we investigate the sensitivity recognition and in particular the role of sentiment recognition, as
an additional learning parameter, in sensitivity recognition.
Thus, we outline two approaches, namely, (1) recognition of
sensitive and non-sensitive information using text alone, and
(2) recognition of sensitivity given the sentiment inference
derived from sentiment recognition model, along with the
corresponding text. By evaluating both of the approaches, we
demonstrate that the latter one performs better with about
a 3% difference (i.e., from 83.96% to 87.01% f-1 score). We
further draw a link between six basic emotions and their
tendency on privacy exposure.
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